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Abstract
Monitoring various states of multiple nodes reliably and

timely in narrow-band and power-constrained wireless sen-
sor network is extremely challenging, not to mention in ex-
istence of interference. An enhanced Oriented Flooding pro-
tocol with Partial COnstructive INterference (eOF∂COIN)
is proposed to collect the states of sources via many-to-
many communication. Basically, eOF∂COIN is based on
two phenomena, i.e., constructive interference and the cap-
ture effect. To boost the dependability against interference,
eOF∂COIN further exploits a channel-hopping scheme. Fur-
thermore, eOF∂COIN maintains a light-weight topology
model to achieve oriented many-to-many communication.

1 Introduction
Data packets can be received correctly by a commercial

IEEE 802.15.4 device, if the wireless signal 1) is stronger
than noise, or 2) is diverse from noise in the domain of time
or frequency. In terms of the time domain, transmitting mes-
sages when the channel becomes clear is intuitive. It is easy
to be implemented via low-power medium access control
(MAC) mechanisms with clear channel assessment (CCA)
such as ContikiMAC [1]. However, it might not be the best
choice since distinguishing a wireless signal from noise is
quite challenging for CCA. Moreover, differentiating a sig-
nal from noise in the time domain, e.g, wait-and-transmit, in-
troduces latency as most of unknown interference is stochas-
tic. Therefore, our enhanced Oriented Flooding protocol
with Partial COnstructive INterference (eOF∂COIN) wakes
up all devices globally without CCA and makes the signal
as strong as possible (using constructive interference) in dif-

ferent channels (using a frequency hopping mechanism) to
avoid the noise. In the given scenario, which is more com-
plicated than the scenario in EWSN Competition 2017, mul-
tiple sources need to be monitored and the data should be
reported to several destinations in real-time. The observed
8th pin of each source is required to be ORed together in
every destination, i.e. many-to-many communication. The
states of other pins are sent to the designated destination hop-
by-hop, i.e. in one-to-one communication. However, it is
necessary that the one-to-one message is replicated on other
routes in the network to achieve reliability in spite of con-
suming more energy such as opportunistic routing [4], MOR
[8] and Glossy [2]. Therefore, eOF∂COIN, a many-to-many
scheme, is applicable in this scenario to achieve high relia-
bility and low latency.

2 Enhanced OF∂COIN
2.1 Oriented Flooding

An off-the-shelf IEEE 802.15.4 transceiver can be trig-
gered to start recording the wireless signal when the pream-
ble is strong enough and the rate of successful reception can
be increased [2, 3]. OF∂COIN [5] is an approach which af-
fords feedback. That is, different information which is lo-
cated at the end of the packet can be transmitted via the
capture effect after the constructively interfered identical in-
formation. The feedback including the rank of the receiver,
which represents how far it is from the given node, allows
the flooding to be oriented. If the given node is the destina-
tion node, then it can make messages propagate in the right
direction as shown in Figure 1. Nodes decide whether it is
in the yellow area in Figure 1 by calculating the ranks to
the source and the destination. Gray nodes outside the yel-
low area will not participate in the communication and sleep.
Green nodes on the routes, i.e., inside the yellow area, turn
off the radio immediately to save energy once having suc-
cessfully forwarded the received messages. In this scenario,
nodes in colorful blocks relay messages and others sleep as
shown in Figure 2. eOF∂COIN reserves the oriented flood-
ing from the original protocol. Besides, it is improved with
respect to many-to-many mechanism, message synchroniza-
tion, frequency hopping and network scalability.
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Figure 1. Oriented flooding.
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Figure 2. Oriented flooding with multiple sources and
destinations.

2.2 Many-to-Many Mechanism
As mentioned above, we need to add the many-to-many

characteristic to the original OF∂COIN protocol. Each
source fills its states of pins in the private information field
(shown in Figure 3) to inject its own information to the net-
work. The lengths of the public information and private
information are to be determined by the overall number of
sources. Relay nodes mix their private information field to
the common information field. All nodes, i.e., sources, re-
lays, and destinations, fill their own rank in the topology in-
formation field that are calculated during the set-up phase.
The identical part and the different part of one packet could
be checked separately.
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Figure 3. Frame structure of eOF∂COIN.

2.3 Message Synchronization
Since the states of 8th pin on the sources are required

to be ORed in all destinations, all the messages in the net-
work should be highly synchronized, as depicted in Figure 4.
Packet loss, delay, or jitter in the network could lead to asyn-

chronous messages, which can induce errors. Every sample
of sources is marked and related with each other. The OR
operation is not executed if the 8th pins of other sources are
out of date.

8th pin in Source 1

8th pin in Source 2

Correct result in Destination

False result in Destination

Figure 4. ORed messages are required to be synchro-
nized in the network.

2.4 Hopping More in Frequency
The hopping frequency sequence in the original

OF∂COIN protocol is only of length three. Although three
channels are well selected so that they can hardly be inter-
fered at the same time, the performance is still affected when
the noise reaches the strongest level, according to our ex-
perience from the previous EWSN competition. We intend
to extend the sequence appropriately to ensure the reliability
during strong interference. The timing is similar to the one
used in the original protocol [5].

2.5 Scalability
As mentioned in [6] and [7], concurrent transmissions

in large-scale and dense networks induces failed reception.
In order to avoid false-positive cases as they have occurred
last year, we adopt additional methods, such as transmitting
power control to limit the density of concurrent transmis-
sions in the network.
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